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An analysis of B0 → DK0 decays is presented, where D represents an admixture of D0 and D¯0 mesons
reconstructed in four separate final states: K−πþ, π−Kþ, KþK− and πþπ−. The data sample corresponds
to 3.0 fb−1 of proton-proton collision, collected by the LHCb experiment. Measurements of several
observables are performed, including CP asymmetries. The most precise determination is presented of
rBðDK0Þ, the magnitude of the ratio of the amplitudes of the decay B0 → DKþπ− with a b → u or a b → c
transition, in a Kπ mass region of 50 MeV=c2 around the Kð892Þ mass and for an absolute value of the
cosine of the K0 helicity angle larger than 0.4.
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I. INTRODUCTION
DirectCP violation can arise in B0 → DK0 decays from
the interference between the two color-suppressed b→ u
and b→ c transitions shown in the Feynman diagrams
of Fig. 1, when the D0 and D¯0 mesons decay to a
common final state. Here and in the following,D represents
a neutral meson that is an admixture of D0 and D¯0 mesons
and K0 represents the Kð892Þ0 meson. Inclusion of
charge conjugate processes is implied unless specified
otherwise.
The amount of CP violation is related to the value of the
weak phase
γ ≡ arg

−
VudVub
VcdVcb

; ð1Þ
the least well determined angle of the unitarity triangle,
where Vij are elements of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1]. The current experimental
measurements are γ ¼ ð72.0þ14.7−15.6Þ° by the LHCb
Collaboration [2], γ ¼ ð69þ17−16Þ° by the BABAR [3]
Collaboration and γ ¼ ð68þ15−14Þ° by the Belle
Collaboration [4]. This angle can be measured with
extremely small theoretical uncertainties [5], using decay
modes proceeding through amplitudes involving only the
exchange of aW boson. Such methods to determine γ from
hadronic B-decay rates were originally proposed in
Refs. [6,7] for B → DK decays and can be applied to
the B0 → DK0 decay [8]. In this decay, the charge of the
kaon from the K0 → Kþπ− decay unambiguously identi-
fies the flavor of the decaying B meson. Hence, no flavor
tagging is needed.
The use of these specific neutral B meson decays is
interesting since the interfering amplitudes are of compa-
rable size, as opposed to the charged Bþ → DKþ decay
that involves both color-suppressed and color-allowed
amplitudes; hence the system could exhibit larger CP-
violating effects. Contributions from B0 decays to the
DKþπ− final state through non-K0 intermediate resonan-
ces can pollute the DK0 reconstructed signal candidates
because of the large natural width of the K0. They are
treated following Ref. [9], with the use of a coherence
factor, κ, in addition to the hadronic parameters rB and δB,
defined as
κ≡

R jAcbðpÞAubðpÞjeiδðpÞdpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃR jAubðpÞj2dp R jAcbðpÞj2dp
q
; ð2Þ
δB ≡ arg
0
B@
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CA; ð3Þ
rB ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃR jAubðpÞj2dpR jAcbðpÞj2dp
s
; ð4Þ
where AubðpÞ and AcbðpÞ are the amplitudes of the b→ u
and b→ c transitions, respectively, to the B0 → DKþπ−
decays, δðpÞ is the strong-phase difference between the two
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams of (left) B0 → D0K0 and (right)
B0 → D¯0K0.
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amplitudes and p is a point in the three-body phase space of
the B0 meson. The integrals are defined over the phase
space considered here, namely in a Kþπ− mass range of
50 MeV=c2 around the nominal K0 mass [10] and for an
absolute value of the cosine of the helicity angle θ greater
than 0.4, where θ is defined as the angle between the K
momentum and the opposite of the Bmomentum in the K0
rest frame. The formalism of Eqs. (2)–(4) applies to the
generic three-body decay B0 → DKþπ− with any number
of intermediate resonances included. The integration range
is restricted here to the K0 resonance in order to obtain a
large value of the coherence factor.
This paper presents two measurements of the ratio,
RCPþ, of flavor-averaged partial widths of the B0 → D
K0 decay with the D decaying to a CP-even eigenstate,
RCPþ ≡ 2 × ΓðB¯
0 → DCPþK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → DCPþK0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → D0K¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → D¯0K0Þ :
ð5Þ
The relation above is approximated using specific final states
of theDmeson asRCPþ ≈Rhhd , neglecting corrections from
doubly Cabibbo-suppressed D0 → Kþπ− decays, with
Rhhd ≡ ΓðB¯
0 → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0Þ
×
BðD0 → K−πþÞ
BðD0 → hþh−Þ ; ð6Þ
where h represents either a π or a K meson. This quantity is
related to the γ angle and the hadronic parameters by [11]
Rhhd ¼
1þ r2B þ 2rBκ cos δB cos γ
1þ r2Br2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB − δDÞ cos γ
; ð7Þ
where rD and δD are the magnitude of the ratio and the phase
difference, respectively, between the amplitudes of the
D0 → Kþπ− and D0 → K−πþ decays. Charm mixing and
CP violation in the decays ofDmesons have an effect on the
determination of γ [7,12] but are neglected here because of
the large expected value of rB.
Measurements of the B¯0-B0 partial decay-rate asymme-
try, Ahhd , using D → h
þh− final states are also presented,
Ahhd ≡ ΓðB¯
0 → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ − ΓðB0 → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ
¼ 2rBκ sin δB sin γ
1þ r2B þ 2rBκ cos δB cos γ
: ð8Þ
The B¯0-B0 asymmetry,AKπd , obtained from the Cabibbo-
favored decay B0 → DK0 withD → Kþπ−, where the two
kaons from the D and the K0 decay have the same sign, is
AKπd ≡ ΓðB¯
0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0Þ − ΓðB0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0Þ
¼ 2rBrDκ sinðδB − δDÞ sin γ
1þ r2Br2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB − δDÞ cos γ
: ð9Þ
The Cabibbo-suppressed decay B0→DK0 with
D→πþK−, where the two kaons have opposite charge, is
studied for the first time by LHCb. The ratios of suppressed
B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 to favored B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 partial
widths aremeasured separately forB0 and B¯0, and defined as
Rþd and R
−
d , respectively,
Rþd ≡ ΓðB
0 → DðπþK−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0Þ ¼
r2B þ r2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB þ δD þ γÞ
1þ r2Br2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB − δD þ γÞ
; ð10Þ
R−d ≡ ΓðB¯
0 → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0Þ ¼
r2B þ r2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB þ δD − γÞ
1þ r2Br2D þ 2rBrDκ cosðδB − δD − γÞ
: ð11Þ
In pp collisions,B0s mesons are produced and can decay to
the same final state, B0s → DK¯0 [13]. Similar asymmetry
observables to thosedefinedaboveforB0mesonsaremeasured
with B0s mesons. These are the B¯0s-B0s asymmetry, Ahhs ,
obtained fromtheKþK− andπþπ− final statesof theDmeson,
Ahhs ≡ ΓðB¯
0
s → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ − ΓðB0s → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ
ΓðB¯0s → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ þ ΓðB0s → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ
;
ð12Þ
and the asymmetry, AπKs , from the Cabibbo-favored decay
B0s → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0, where the two kaons have opposite
charge,
AπKs ≡ ΓðB¯
0
s → DðπþK−ÞK0Þ − ΓðB0s → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0Þ
ΓðB¯0s → DðπþK−ÞK0Þ þ ΓðB0s → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0Þ
:
ð13Þ
The B0s → DðK−πþÞK¯0 decay, where the two kaons
have the same charge, is highly suppressed and therefore
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unobserved with the current data sample. Finally, the ratios
of the flavor-averaged partial widths of the B0 and B0s
decays, when the D meson is reconstructed as D → hþh−,
Rhhds , are also considered,
Rhhds ≡ ΓðB¯
0 → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB¯0s → Dðhþh−ÞK0Þ þ ΓðB0s → Dðhþh−ÞK¯0Þ
:
ð14Þ
The observables related to B0s decays could in principle
also be used to determine the value of γ. However, the
observables pertaining to B0 mesons are far more sensitive,
owing to the fact that the ratio of interfering amplitudes is
closer to unity. Those related to B0s mesons are measured
and reported in this paper but are not yet precise enough to
provide any constraint on γ.
II. THE LHCb DETECTOR, DATA SET
AND EVENT SELECTION
The study reported here is based on a data sample of pp
collisions obtained from 3.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
with the LHCb detector [14]. The center-of-mass energy
was 7 TeV during the year 2011, when approximately 1=3
of the data were collected, and 8 TeV during the year 2012.
The LHCb detector [14] is a single-arm forward spec-
trometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5,
designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system
consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the
pp interaction region [15], a large-area silicon-strip detec-
tor located upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending
power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip
detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream of the
magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement of
momentum, p, with a relative uncertainty that varies
from 0.4% at low momentum to 0.6% at 100 GeV=c.
The minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex, the
impact parameter, is measured with a resolution of
ð15þ 29=pTÞ μm, where pT is the component of p trans-
verse to the beam, in GeV=c. Different types of charged
hadrons are distinguished using information from two ring-
imaging Cherenkov detectors [16]. Photon, electron and
hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system
consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower detectors, an
electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter.
Muons are identified by a system composed of alternating
layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers. The
trigger [17] consists of a hardware stage, based on informa-
tion from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a
software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.
The analysis uses events triggered at the hardware level
either when one of the charged tracks of the signal decay
gives a large enough energy deposit in the calorimeter
system (hadron trigger) or when one of the particles in the
event, not reconstructed as forming the signal candidate,
fulfills any trigger requirement (i.e. mainly events triggered
by one high pT muon, hadron, photon or electron coming
from the decay of the other B meson in the event). The
software trigger requires a two-, three- or four-track
secondary vertex with a large sum of the pT of the charged
particles and a significant displacement from the primary
pp interaction vertices (PVs). At least one charged particle
should have pT > 1.7 GeV=c and χ2IP with respect to any
PV greater than 16, where χ2IP is defined as the difference in
χ2 of a given PV reconstructed with and without the
considered particle. A multivariate algorithm [18] is used
for the identification of secondary vertices consistent with
the decay of a b hadron.
Approximately 1 million simulated events are used to
describe the signal shapes and to compute the efficiencies
when data-driven methods are not available. In the simu-
lation, pp collisions are generated using PYTHIA [19,20]
with a specific LHCb configuration [21]. Decays of
hadronic particles are described by EVTGEN [22], in which
final state radiation is generated using PHOTOS [23]. The
interaction of the generated particles with the detector and
its response are implemented using the GEANT4 toolkit [24]
as described in Ref. [25].
Candidate B0 → DK0 decays are reconstructed in
events fulfilling these trigger conditions combining D
mesons reconstructed in the Kπ∓, KþK− and πþπ−
decays and K0 mesons reconstructed in the Kþπ− final
state. The invariant masses of the D and K0 mesons are
required to be within 20 MeV=c2 and 50 MeV=c2 of their
known masses [10], respectively. The B candidate momen-
tum is refit constraining the mass of the D meson to its
known value. It is required that j cos θj > 0.4.
A boosted decision tree (BDT) [26] is used with the
algorithm described in Ref. [27] to separate signal from
combinatorial background. Separate BDTs are optimized
for Kπ∓, KþK− and πþπ− final states of the D meson. In
all cases the samples used to train the BDT are fully
simulated events for the signal and candidates from the
upper sideband of the B mass distribution in data for
the background. This upper sideband is defined as events
with a DK0 invariant mass between 5.8 GeV=c2 and
7 GeV=c2, lying outside the region used for the fit
described in Sec. III. The variables used by the BDT to
differentiate signal and background are the following: the
pT of each particle in the final state; the fit quality of the D
and B0 vertices; the K0, D and B0 χ2IP; the angle between
the B0 momentum and the vector from the PV to the B0
decay vertex; the significance of the displacement of the
four final-state tracks from the PV.
Thresholds on the BDT classifier are optimized
with respect to the signal significance of the B0 decay
modes for the three final states B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0,
B0 → DðKþK−ÞK0 and B0 → Dðπþπ−ÞK0, where the
significance is defined as S=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sþ Bp with S and B the
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expected number of signal and background candidates.
The efficiencies of the selection based on the BDT output
classifier are equal to 69%, 71% and 75% for the
D → Kπ∓, D→ KþK− and D → πþπ− decay channels,
respectively.
To improve the purity of the data sample, further
selection requirements are made in addition to the BDT.
Particle identification (PID) criteria are applied and only
well identified pions and kaons are retained. The kaon
identification efficiency of the PID criteria is equal to 87%
with a pion misidentification rate of 5%. Possible con-
tamination from Λ0b → D¯
0ph− decays is reduced by keep-
ing only kaon candidates incompatible with being a proton.
A potentially significant background is due to events
where the K from D → Kπ∓ decays is misidentified as a
π and the π is simultaneously misidentified as a K. This
causes cross feed from the favored B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0
decay into the suppressedB0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 decay. Aveto
is applied on the D invariant mass computed with a pion
mass assignment for the kaon and a kaon mass assignment
for the pion. Only candidates for which this invariant mass
differs by more than 7 MeV=c2 from the known D0 mass
[10] are kept, reducing this background to a negligible level
while keeping 97% of the signal candidates.
Another potential background is due to charmless decays
B0 → hh0∓Kþπ−, where h0 is also π orK. It is removed by
requiring the D flight distance with respect to the B vertex
to exceed 3 times its uncertainty. Specific peaking back-
grounds from B0ðsÞ → D
∓
ðsÞh
 decays are eliminated by
applying a veto on candidates for which the invariant mass
of three of the four charged mesons is compatible within
15 MeV=c2 of the known Dþ or Dþs masses.
After all selections are applied, 0.9% of the events
contain more than one signal candidate. Only the candidate
with the largest B flight distance with respect to the PV,
divided by its uncertainty, is retained. In case several PVs
are reconstructed, the PV with respect to which the B
candidate has the smallest displacement is used.
Figure 2 shows the background-subtracted Kþπ− invari-
ant mass of the K0 candidates used to reconstruct B0 →
DðKþπ−ÞK0 decays, obtained with the sPlot technique
[28]. All selections described above have been applied
except the requirement on the K0 candidate mass. This
distribution is fitted with a relativistic Breit-Wigner func-
tion to describe the K0 signal and a first-order polynomial
for the non-K0 contribution. From the fit result, it is
estimated that ð8.4 3.4Þ% of the signal B0 candidates are
formed with a Kþπ− pair that does not originate from a K0
decay, in the Kþπ− mass region considered for the analysis.
III. INVARIANT MASS FIT
The numbers of reconstructed signalB0 andB0s candidates
are determined from an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to
the DK0 invariant mass distributions. Candidates are split
into eight categories, which are fitted simultaneously:
DðKþπ−ÞK0,DðK−πþÞK¯0,DðπþK−ÞK0,Dðπ−KþÞK¯0,
DðKþK−ÞK0, DðKþK−ÞK¯0, Dðπþπ−ÞK0 and
Dðπþπ−ÞK¯0 candidates. The mass distribution of
each category is fitted with a sum of probability density
functions (PDFs) modeling the various contributing
components:
(1) The B0 and B0s signals are both described by a sum
of two Gaussian functions with a common mean.
(2) The combinatorial background is described by an
exponential function.
(3) The cross feed from B0 → Dρ0 decays, where one π
from the ρ0 → πþπ− decay is misidentified as aK, is
described by a nonparametric PDF [29] determined
from simulation.
(4) The partially reconstructed B0 → DK0 and B¯0s →
DK0 decays, where D stands for D0 or D¯0 with
the π0 or γ from the D0 → D0π0 or D0 → D0γ
decay not reconstructed, are each modeled by non-
parametric PDFs determined from simulation.
A separate fit to B0→DðKþπ−Þρ0 candidates in the
same data sample is performed, reconstructing ρ0 in the
πþπ− final state within a 50 MeV=c2 mass range around
the known ρ0 mass. The observed number of B0 →
DðKþπ−Þρ0 candidates is used, along with the efficiency
to reconstruct B0 → DðKþπ−Þρ0 candidates as B0 →
DðKþπ−ÞK0 from simulation, to constrain the number
of cross-feed events in the DðKþπ−ÞK0 category. The
numbers of cross-feed candidates in the other categories are
derived from the DðKþπ−ÞK0 category using the relative
D branching fractions from Ref. [10] and selection effi-
ciencies from simulation. As a negligible CP asymmetry
is expected for the B0 → DðKþπ−Þρ0 background, the
numbers of cross-feed events in the DK¯0 categories are
constrained to be identical to those of the corresponding
DK0 categories.
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FIG. 2. Background-subtracted K0 → Kþπ− invariant mass
for B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 signal candidates. The data (points) and
the fit described in the text (solid line) are shown. The dashed
line represents the K0 signal and the filled area the non-K0
contribution to the B0 → DK0 signal. The vertical dotted lines
indicate the invariant mass region used in the analysis.
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The partially reconstructed background accumulates at
masses lower than the known B0 mass. Its shape depends
on the unknown fraction of longitudinal polarization in the
B0 → DK0 and B¯0s → DK0 decays, i.e. the probability
that the D in these decays is produced with helicity equal
to 0. In order to model the B¯0s → DK0 contribution, a
PDF is built from a linear combination of two nonpara-
metric functions corresponding to the three orthogonal
helicity amplitudes. Two of the orthogonal helicity ampli-
tudes result in the same distribution in invariant mass
because of parity conservation in the D0 → D0γ decay,
hence simplifying the model. Each function, modeled from
simulated events, corresponds to the weighted sum of the
D0 → D0γ and D0 → D0π0 contributions for a defined
helicity eigenstate, where the weights take into account the
relative D0 decay branching fractions from Ref. [10] and
the corresponding efficiencies from simulation. The B0 →
DK0 background is modeled in a similar way, shifting the
shape obtained for the B¯0s → DK0 decay by the known
difference between the B0 and B0s masses [10]. The
coefficients of the two functions in the linear combinations
are different for the B0 → DK0 and B¯0s → DK0 decays
but are common to the eight categories and are free
parameters in the fit.
The yields of the B0s and B¯0s partially reconstructed
backgrounds in the DðKþπ−ÞK0 categories are fixed to
zero since the B¯0s → DK0 decay modes have negligible
total branching fractions when the kaons from the D and
K0 have the same charge sign. The yields of the B0s →
DK¯0 and B¯0s → DK0 backgrounds in the DðπþK−ÞK0
categories are constrained to be the same because CP
violation is expected to be negligible for this background.
Additional constraints on the normalizations of the B¯0s →
DK0 backgrounds in theDðKþK−ÞK0 andDðπþπ−ÞK0
categories, relative to the DðπþK−ÞK0 categories, are
imposed using the relevant D decay branching fractions
from Ref. [10] and selection efficiencies obtained from
simulation.
There are 35 free parameters in the fit: the B0 peak
position; the core Gaussian resolution for the B0 and the B0s
signal shapes; the slope of the combinatorial background,
which is different for each D meson final state (one
parameter for D → Kπ∓, one for D → KþK− and one
forD → πþπ−); the fractions of longitudinal polarization in
FIG. 3. Distributions of (top left)Dðπ−KþÞK¯0, (top right)DðπþK−ÞK0, (bottom left)DðK−πþÞK¯0 and (bottom right)DðKþπ−ÞK0
invariant mass. The data (black points) and the fitted invariant mass model (thick solid line) are shown. The PDFs corresponding to the
different species are indicated in the legend: the B0 signal, the B0s signal, combinatorial background, B0 → Dρ0 background, partially
reconstructed B0s → DK¯0 and B0 → DK0 backgrounds.
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the B0 → DK0 and B¯0s → DK0 backgrounds and the
yields for each fit component within each category. CP
violation in B0 → DK0 decays is allowed by floating the
yields of this background in the DK0 and DK¯0 categories
separately. The difference between the central value of the
B0s and B0 mass is fixed to its known value from Ref. [10]
and the ratio between the signal Gaussian resolutions is
fixed from the simulation.
The nonparametric functions used to model all the
specific backgrounds are smeared to take into account
the different mass resolutions observed in data and
simulation. The invariant mass distributions together
with the function resulting from the fit are shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. The numbers of signal events in each
category are summarized in Table I.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The signal yields determined from the invariant mass fit
are corrected in order to evaluate the asymmetries and ratios
described in Eqs. (5)–(13). These corrections account for
selection efficiency and detection asymmetry, B¯-B produc-
tion asymmetry and its dilution due to mixing, misidenti-
fication of D meson decays, D0 decay branching fractions,
FIG. 4. Distributions of (top left)DðKþK−ÞK¯0, (top right)DðKþK−ÞK0, (bottom left)Dðπþπ−ÞK¯0 and (bottom right)Dðπþπ−ÞK0
invariant mass. The data (black points) and the fitted invariant mass model (thick solid line) are shown. The PDFs corresponding to the
different species are indicated in the legend: the B0 signal, the B0s signal, combinatorial background, B0 → Dρ0 background and partially
reconstructed B0s → DK¯0 and B0 → DK0 backgrounds.
TABLE I. Yields of signal candidates with their statistical uncertainties.
Channel Signal yield Channel Signal yield
B¯0 → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0 24 12 B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 26 12
B¯0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0 370 22 B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 405 23
B¯0 → DðKþK−ÞK¯0 36 9 B0 → DðKþK−ÞK0 53 10
B¯0 → Dðπþπ−ÞK¯0 18 6 B0 → Dðπþπ−ÞK0 21 7
B0s → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0 933 33 B¯0s → DðπþK−ÞK0 993 34
B0s → DðKþK−ÞK¯0 115 12 B¯0s → DðKþK−ÞK0 125 13
B0s → Dðπþπ−ÞK¯0 39 7 B¯0s → Dðπþπ−ÞK0 35 7
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hadronization fractions and biases introduced by the fit
model. The uncertainties in these corrections cause sys-
tematic uncertainties in the results. Systematic uncertainties
are also introduced by the uncertainties in the various
constraints on the invariant mass model. The systematic
uncertainties incurred from all sources are obtained com-
bining in quadrature the individual uncertainties and are
summarized in Table II.
A. Efficiencies
Separate corrections are applied to account for differing
trigger and PID efficiencies. These efficiencies are obtained
from real data by means of low-background calibration
samples of kaons and pions from D → DðK∓πÞπ
decays [30]. They are evaluated separately for B¯ and B
modes to account for detection asymmetries. The relative
trigger and PID efficiencies differ from unity by 1% and
5%, respectively, and their uncertainties result in the
systematic uncertainties given in Table II.
Another correction is applied to account for the
differences in the kinematic selection requirements of the
different decay modes. The efficiencies are evaluated from
simulated data, and they are assumed to be equal for the
B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 and B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 decays. They
differ between decay modes by 8% at maximum. The
uncertainties on these efficiencies affect the measured
observables as shown in Table II. It is noted that the Rd
observables have no systematic uncertainty from selection
efficiency. This is because they are separated by B meson
flavor and have the same D meson final state; therefore all
efficiencies are assumed to cancel.
Because of the different B0 and B0s lifetimes, the ratio of
efficiencies for B0 → Dðhþh0−ÞK0 to B¯0s → Dðh0þh−ÞK0
is different from one. This ratio is assumed to be equal
between all theDmeson final states and is calculated using
the B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 and B¯0s → DðπþK−ÞK0 decay
modes, assuming that the lifetime difference effects
factorize from the other selection effects. The difference
in B0 and B0s selection efficiencies arises from the use of
variables sensitive to the decay topology in the BDT and is
equal to 3%. The systematic uncertainty from this source is
labeled “Lifetime difference” in Table II. The only observ-
ables affected by the systematic uncertainty due to lifetime
difference are theRhhds observables, since only these involve
both B0 and B0s partial widths.
B. Production asymmetry
The difference between B0 and B¯0, or B0s and B¯0s ,
production rates in pp collisions is accounted for by
applying a correction factor aP ¼ ð1 − αAPÞ=ð1þ αAPÞ
to the B¯0 and B¯0s signal yields, where
AP ≡ σðB¯Þ − σðBÞσðB¯Þ þ σðBÞ ð15Þ
is the raw production asymmetry of the B0 or B0s mesons in
question. In the case of B0 mesons, AP has been measured,
using B0 → J=ψK0 decays, to be AP ¼ 0.010 0.013
[31]. The effect of the raw production asymmetry on the
number of observed B¯0 or B0 decays becomes less
pronounced for larger decay times due to mixing. It is
also affected by the selection efficiency as a function of the
decay time, ϵðB0 → DK0; tÞ. A factor, α, accounts for this
dilution and is given for B0 mesons by
α ¼
Rþ∞
0 e
−t=τB0 cosðΔmdtÞϵðB0 → DK0; tÞdtRþ∞
0 e
−t=τB0 ϵðB0 → DK0; tÞdt ; ð16Þ
whereΔmd is the B0-B¯0 oscillation frequency and τB0 is the
B0 lifetime.
The factor α is evaluated separately for each B0 →
DðKπ∓ÞK0, B0→DðKþK−ÞK0 and B0→Dðπþπ−ÞK0
decays since it is dependent on the separately optimized
TABLE II. Uncertainties in the observables. All model-related systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature and the result is shown
as one source of systematic uncertainty. The presence of “—” indicates that the source of uncertainty does not affect the observable.
Observable
Source AKKd A
ππ
d R
KK
d R
ππ
d R
þ
d R
−
d R
KK
ds R
ππ
ds A
KK
s Aππs AKπd A
πK
s
Trigger efficiency 0.011 0.011 0.015 0.019 — — 0.000 0.000 0.011 0.011 0.012 0.012
PID efficiency 0.005 0.005 0.010 0.012 — — 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005
Selection efficiency 0.014 0.014 0.029 0.037 — — 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.014 0.014 0.014
Lifetime difference — — — — — — 0.002 0.003 — — — —
Prod. asymmetry 0.005 0.005 0.001 0.000 — — 0.000 0.001 — — 0.005 —
D → Kπ misID — — — — 0.000 0.001 — — — — — —
D0 decay BFs — — 0.025 0.028 — — — — — — — —
fs=fd — — — — — — 0.008 0.012 — — — —
τs=τd — — — — — — 0.001 0.001 — — — —
Model related 0.004 0.001 0.011 0.012 0.010 0.011 0.002 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.000
Total systematic 0.020 0.019 0.044 0.053 0.010 0.011 0.009 0.012 0.020 0.019 0.020 0.019
Statistical 0.144 0.217 0.159 0.268 0.028 0.031 0.017 0.038 0.073 0.131 0.041 0.025
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selection requirements. The resulting values of α are
0.362 0.014, 0.391 0.014 and 0.398 0.014, respec-
tively. These figures are computed using fully simulated
events and data-driven PID efficiencies from calibration
samples. The uncertainty on aP is propagated to the
measured observables to estimate the systematic uncer-
tainty from the production asymmetry and mixing. Owing
to the large B0s oscillation frequency, a potential production
asymmetry of B0s mesons does not significantly affect the
measurements presented here and is neglected.
C. Misidentification of D meson decays
Favored B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0 decays are misidentified as
suppressed B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 decays at a small but non-
negligible rate. The fraction of signal B0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0
decays reconstructed as signal B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 decays
is estimated from the simulation to be less than 1% after
applying the veto described in Sec. II. However, the best-fit
values of the numbers of B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0 decays are
corrected to take this into account. The uncertainty in this
correction causes a systematic uncertainty in the Rd
observables given in Table II as misID.
D. Other corrections
Two ratios of D0 meson decay branching fractions (BF)
are needed to compute the final results because of the
approximation made between RCPþ and Rhhd in Eq. (6).
These are taken from Ref. [10], the results of which imply
that the ratio of BðD0 → K−πþÞ to BðD0 → KþK−Þ is
9.80 0.24 and the ratio of BðD0 → K−πþÞ to
BðD0 → πþπ−Þ is 27.7 0.6.
The fraction of b quarks that hadronize into B0 and B0s
mesons in pp collisions, fd and fs, respectively, has an
effect on the number of B0 and B0s mesons produced in
LHCb. Since the Rhhds observables are ratios of B
0 and B0s
decay partial widths, they are corrected with the hadroni-
zation fraction ratio fs=fd ¼ 0.267 0.021 [32]. The Rhhds
observables also contain a factor of τB0s =τB0 , which arises
because of the lifetimes, τ, of the B0 and B0s mesons. This is
taken from Ref. [10], the results of which imply
that τB0s =τB0 ¼ 0.99 0.01.
E. Model-related systematic uncertainty
The B meson invariant mass model is validated with an
ensemble of simulated pseudoexperiments. The results of
these pseudoexperiments show small biases, of the order of
1% of the statistical uncertainty, in the best-fit values of the
signal yields, as determined by the invariant mass fit. The
affected signal yields are corrected for these biases before
computing the observables. The statistical uncertainty on
the bias due to the limited number of pseudoexperiments
causes systematic uncertainty in the observables.
Systematic uncertainties due to the effects of the con-
straints made when constructing the invariant mass fit
model are also evaluated with pseudoexperiments. The
constraints considered are
(1) The values fixed from simulation of the core fraction
and the ratio between the widths of the two Gaussian
functions used as signal PDF;
(2) The difference in mass of the B0 and B0s mesons
from Ref. [10];
(3) The branching ratios from Ref. [10] and selection
efficiencies from simulation used to constrain the
relative normalizations of the background PDFs.
Each fixed parameter of the model has an associated
uncertainty. To evaluate this, the invariant mass model is
altered such that a particular fixed parameter is varied by its
uncertainty and data sets generated with the default model
are fitted with this altered value. The variations in the best-
fit values of the signal yields observed when changing
the model are used to assign a systematic uncertainty on
the signal yields. This process is repeated for each fixed
parameter and the systematic uncertainties in the signal
yields are propagated to the observables. All model-related
systematic uncertainties are added in quadrature, and this
figure is given in Table II.
V. RESULTS
The results are
AKKd ¼ −0.20 0.15 0.02;
Aππd ¼ −0.09 0.22 0.02;
RKKd ¼ 1.05þ0.17−0.15  0.04;
Rππd ¼ 1.21þ0.28−0.25  0.05;
Rþd ¼ 0.06 0.03 0.01;
R−d ¼ 0.06 0.03 0.01;
RKKds ¼ 0.10 0.02 0.01;
Rππds ¼ 0.15 0.04 0.01;
AKKs ¼ −0.04 0.07 0.02;
Aππs ¼ 0.06 0.13 0.02;
AKπd ¼ −0.03 0.04 0.02;
AπKs ¼ −0.01 0.03 0.02;
where the first uncertainties are statistical and the second
systematic [33]. The significances of the combined B0 and
B¯0 signals for the B0 → DðπþK−ÞK0, B0 →
DðKþK−ÞK0 and B0 → Dðπþπ−ÞK0 decay modes are
2.9σ, 8.6σ and 5.8σ, respectively, including systematic
uncertainties. The statistical significances, expressed in
terms of the number of standard deviations (σ), are computed
from
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 lnðLsig=L0Þ
p
where Lsig and L0 are the likelihoods
from the nominal mass fit described in Sec. III and from the
same fit omitting the signal component, respectively. The
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likelihoods are convolved with a Gaussian function of width
equal to the systematic uncertainties on the fit model in order
to compute the total significances. No significant CP
violation effect is observed.
The constraints from the measurements pertaining to B0
mesons on the angle γ of the unitarity triangle and the
hadronic parameters rB and δB are presented in Sec. VI.
With more data, improved measurements of the quantities
related to B0s → DK¯0 decays will also contribute to the
sensitivity but are not used here.
VI. IMPLICATION ON THE VALUE OF rB
The sensitivity of these results to the CKM phase γ is
investigated by employing a frequentist method described
in Ref. [2] to scan the ðγ; rB; δBÞ parameter space and
calculate the χ2 probability at each point, given the
measurements of the observables and using Eqs. (7)–(11).
The statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined in
quadrature and their correlations are accounted for. In
principle, the coherence factor κ can also be extracted
together with γ, rB and δB, but the uncertainties of the
measurements are too large with the current data sample size
to constrain all parameters together. A value of κ ¼ 0.95
0.03 is used instead. This value is determined from a toy
simulation study of a realistic model for the resonance
content of B0 → DKþπ− decays, similar to the method used
in Ref. [34]. This model describes the decay amplitude in the
analysis phase space as a superposition of a nonresonant
component and amplitudes corresponding to the intermedi-
ate Kð892Þ0, Kð1410Þ0, K0ð1430Þ0, K2ð1430Þ0,
Kð1680Þ0, D0ð2410Þ−, D2ð2460Þ− and Ds2ð2573Þþ reso-
nances. The relative fractions and phases between these
components are generated randomly according to their
known values and uncertainties [10] when they have been
observed or within conservatively large ranges when they
have not been measured. The analysis selection effects are
taken into account, and the main requirements affecting the
value of κ are the Kð892Þ0 mass selection of 50 MeV=c2
around the known mass and the selection on j cos θj being
larger than 0.4. The D0 → Kπ∓ amplitude ratio rD and
strong phase difference δD are taken from the Heavy Flavor
Averaging Group [35].
A one-dimensional projection of the p value, or 1 − CL,
is given in Fig. 5, which shows that rB is
rB ¼ 0.240þ0.055−0.048
at a confidence level of 68.3% and is different from 0 with a
significance of 2.7σ. The p value at each point of rB is
computed with simulated pseudoexperiments following a
Feldman-Cousins method, where the nuisance parameters
are kept at their best-fit values obtained at each point of rB.
Two-dimensional projections of the p value from the
profile likelihood are shown in Fig. 6. The LHCb average
value for γ, extracted from a combination of B → DK
and B → Dπ analyses [2], is shown with its 68.3%
confidence level interval. The precision of the current
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results does not allow a significant measurement of γ from
B0 → DK0 decays alone, but these measurements could
nonetheless be used in a global fit.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The parameters of the B0 → DK0 decay, which are
sensitive to the CKM angle γ, have been measured with a
sample of 3.0 fb−1 of LHC pp collision data collected by
the LHCb detector. The results include the first measure-
ments of CP asymmetries in B0 and B¯0s to DK0 decays
with the neutral D meson decaying into the πþπ− final
state. The results related to the KþK− final state of the D
meson, AKKd and R
KK
d , are in agreement with and more
precise than those from a previous analysis of LHCb data
[36], and supersede them. The measurements of Rþd and
R−d presented here are the first obtained separately for B
0
and B¯0 mesons. They are consistent with the measurement
of the flavor-averaged ratio
ΓðB¯0 → Dðπ−KþÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → DðπþK−ÞK0Þ
ΓðB¯0 → DðK−πþÞK¯0Þ þ ΓðB0 → DðKþπ−ÞK0Þ ð17Þ
by the Belle Collaboration [37] using the same K0
invariant mass range.
From the measurements presented in this article, we
measure the value of rBðDK0Þ, the ratio of the amplitudes
of the decay B0 → DKþπ− with a b→ u or a b → c
transition, in a Kπ mass region of50 MeV=c2 around the
Kð892Þ0 mass, and for an absolute value of the cosine of
the K0 helicity angle larger than 0.4. It is found to be equal
to 0.240þ0.055−0.048 at a confidence level of 68.3%. This is the
first measurement of this parameter with LHCb data and
is more accurate than the previous measurement made by
the BABAR Collaboration [38], in a comparable region of
phase space.
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